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Abstract 
This paper reports on a heretofore undescribed pattern of voicelessness dissimilation in 
the Kordofanian language Moro. Voiceless obstruents become voiced when preceding 
another voiceless obstruent in a transvocalic (≈CVC) configuration. This pattern is 
robust and productive across multiple morphological contexts. The phonetic facts of 
voicing in Moro show it to be a difference between prevoiced and short lag VOT. This 
points to [voice] as the most realistic featural characterization of the voicing contrast; 
the pattern cannot be explained as dissimilation of another feature like [spread glottis]. 
The voiceless dissimilation pattern is strong evidence that [voice] is binary– and that 
[-voice] may be phonologically active, despite being ‘unmarked’. We show that when 
reference to [-voice] is allowed, the Moro pattern can be straightforwardly analyzed as 
[-voice] dissimilation. Our formal analysis uses the theory of SURFACE 
CORRESPONDENCE, which carries no assumptions about markedness as a prerequisite for 
dissimilation. An online appendix compares the proposed analysis to alternatives based 
on other approaches to dissimilation. 
 
 
 

1 Introduction 
This paper presents a new case of voiceless dissimilation found in the Thetogovela 
dialect of Moro, a Kordofanian (Niger-Congo) language spoken in the Nuba Mountains 
of Sudan and within displaced communities in the Khartoum/Omdurman area in Sudan, 
and elsewhere. By ‘voiceless dissimilation’, we mean a situation where dissimilation 
obtains between two voiceless consonants, and produces alternations where one 
becomes voiced. In Moro, voiceless consonants become voiced when preceding another 
voiceless consonant across a vowel, as in (1b) and (1d):  

(1) Voiceless dissimilation: TVT → DVT (T = voiceless, D = voiced)  
 NOUN LOCATIVE ék + NOUN 
a. ómóná ék-ómón ‘tiger’ 
b. etám éɡ-ətám ‘neck’ *ék-ətám 
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 VERB STEM VERB STEM W/LOCATIVE APPLICATIVE -at̪ 
c.  laloɡó laloɡ-at̪-ó ‘they said (at)’ 
d.  lapó lab-at̪-ó ‘they carry (into/at)’ *lap-at̪-ó 
 
 The dissimilation is subject to conditions on locality and morphology, but can be 
observed in multiple morphological contexts (all detailed in §2). The examples here are 
sufficient to show that both triggers and targets can occur in both roots and affixes.  

1.1 Proposal 
We argue that the facts of the Moro pattern motivate treating it as dissimilation of 
[-voice]. The phonological behavior does not lend itself to an analysis using privative 
[voice] (cf. Lombardi 1995). The only laryngeal contrast found in the language is 
between voiced and voiceless obstruents, and the phonetics of voiceless plosives do not 
warrant reanalysis in terms of other features, like [spread glottis] (cf. Uffman 2013). 
Voiceless stops are not aspirated, and voiced stops are fully voiced (or prevoiced, when 
initial). 
 Our analysis of the pattern employs [-voice] as the dissimilating feature. Both 
phonetic data and phonological behavior converge on this conclusion. It is therefore in 
agreement with proposals such as Wetzels & Mascaró (2001) who also advocate for the 
inclusion of [-voice] as an active feature. The dissimilation pattern is analysed using the 
theory of SURFACE CORRESPONDENCE (Rose & Walker 2004, Hansson 2010, Bennett 
2015). This approach does not require that dissimilation apply only to marked features, 
so even though [-voice] is the unmarked value of [±voice] for obstruents, it can still 
participate in dissimilation. We further show that exceptions to dissimilation are not 
random, but due to specific constraints on the distribution of voiced and voiceless 
consonants in the language.  
 The structure of the paper is organized as follows. In what follows of §1, we lay 
out in more detail the checkered history of [-voice], and the accordingly problematic 
status of voiceless dissimilation. In §2, the basic Moro dissimilation data is presented. 
In §3, we present results of an acoustic study showing that the laryngeal contrast in 
Moro is really a matter of voicing, and not aspiration. In §4, we present the formal 
analysis in Surface Correspondence Theory of Dissimilation; comparison to some 
alternative analyses can be found in appendix 2 in the online supplementary materials 
accompanying the paper. §5 has concluding discussion.  

1.2 The problem: what doesn’t exist can’t dissimilate 
Dissimilation has received various formal analyses and functional explanations 
(perception, production), with avoidance of similar elements at the core (Kent 1936, 
Ohala 1981, Alderete 1997, Suzuki 1998, Frisch 2004, Frisch et al. 2004, Gallagher 
2010a, 2010b, Jurgec 2011). In nearly all of these approaches, dissimilation of a given 
property entails certain things about the representation of that property. For example, 
theories that understand dissimilation as an OCP effect holding over features (Yip 1988, 
e.g.) entail that dissimilation can only apply to actual features (or feature-geometric 
bundles thereof); they predict that non-featural properties such as length should not be 
able to dissimilate. Similarly, markedness-driven approaches to dissimilation (Alderete 
1997, Itô & Mester 1998) entail that dissimilating properties are not merely features, but 
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more specifically are marked features. By all of these approaches, things that are not 
real (in representational and/or perceptual terms) should not dissimilate. 
 Dissimilation of voicelessness is problematic, as [-voice] is often treated as an 
unmarked or non-existent feature. Some previous work argues that voicing should be 
regarded as privative, such that the feature “[-voice]” does not exist (Mester & Itô 1989, 
Cho 1990, Rice & Avery 1990, Lombardi 1991, 1995). Some other theories use 
different features or elements, but make the same assumptions. For example, Avery 
(1996, 1997) and Avery & Idsardi (2001) use the features [slack] and [stiff] rather than 
[voice] and [spread glottis], but still leave voiceless unaspirated consonants unspecified 
for either feature. Approaches like these make it difficult to explain dissimilation of 
voicelessness: if we reject the existence of [-voice], then it’s impossible to characterize 
voiceless dissimilation as avoidance of [-voice]…[-voice]. 
 The puzzling status of voiceless dissimilation is not unique to privative theories 
of [voice]. Other work admits [±voice] as a binary feature, but takes [+voice] to be the 
universally marked value (e.g. Kiparsky 1982, Krämer 2000, Clements 2001, 2003, de 
Lacy 2006; see also Keating 1984, Kingston & Diehl 1994, Tang 2008, Kingston, 
Lahiri & Diehl 2011). On this interpretation, phonological patterns applying specifically 
to [-voice] should be possible, but relatively unlikely and marked. In much the same 
spirit, markedness-driven theories of dissimilation (Alderete 1997, Itô & Mester 1998), 
would exclude [-voice] dissimilation entirely, or only allow it if the language also has 
[+voice] dissimilation. Either way, we arrive at a very similar conclusion to the 
privative [voice] line of reasoning: when we encounter a pattern like the one in Moro, 
we should seek alternative explanations before making crucial reference to [-voice]. 

 Perceptual explanations for dissimilation come with similar entailments: Ohala 
(1981) proposes that dissimilation arises from hypercorrection by the listener in order to 
undo presumed co-articulation; features whose acoustic cues are temporally ‘spread out’ 
enough to be present on distant segments are subject to hypercorrection. This theory 
makes clear predictions on which properties would be prone to dissimilation. Certain 
laryngeal features, such as glottalization and aspiration, have acoustic cues that tend to 
spread out over adjacent segments; these are predicted to dissimilate (as indeed they do; 
see Gallagher (2010a,b, 2011) and Bennett (2015) for examples). But since the cues for 
voicing distinctions are primarily durational in nature, they are internal to the segment. 
Consequently, the listener hypercorrection theory predicts that neither [+voice] nor 
[-voice] should dissimilate – a prediction which Ohala astutely notes as problematic 
(see also Bye (2011) and Alderete & Frisch (2007) for related discussion). 

 Taken as a group, these arguments point away from analyzing voiceless 
dissimilation as straightforward dissimilation of [-voice]. If [-voice] even exists, it 
should be unmarked, and moreover should not have the right kind of phonetic 
implementation to lend itself to dissimilation. As such, when we find voicelessness 
dissimilating, we should seek alternative analyses first. 

1.3 Workarounds: voiceless dissimilation without [-voice] 
If the apparent voiceless dissimilation in Moro is not simple dissimilation of [-voice], 
then it must be something else. In some previous treatments of other cases of voiceless 
dissimilation, the general approach is to appeal to some other feature. But which other 
feature could it be? 
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 One alternative that can be ruled out immediately is [+voice], i.e. that the pattern 
is actually dissimilation of voicing. This is the line taken by Lombardi’s (1995) analysis 
of Dahl’s law in Gikuyu,1 which appeals to an OCP constraint for privative [voice], 
aided by a number of default fill-in rules that insert [voice] by default in various places 
at different crucial points in the derivation. The result obtained is a basic pattern of 
alternating voiceless-voiced sequences, derived by having voiced stops dissimilate to 
voiceless before any voiced consonant (including sonorants and other voiced obstruents 
alike). 
 Lombardi’s (1995) analysis requires a number of uncomfortable stipulations, but 
even leaving those aside, a similar scheme cannot explain Moro. Key to the analysis is 
the generalization that Dahl’s Law in Gikuyu applies principally in prefixes, where 
voicing is not contrastive. But voicing is clearly contrastive in Moro, even in the 
contexts where dissimilation occurs. Some examples are given in (2). In (2a), we see 
that a root with voiceless /p/ triggers dissimilation (íɡ-ʌ́pwʌ; * ík-ʌ́pwʌ), and that /b/ 
does not trigger this alternation. The near-minimal pairs in (2b), (2c) show the same /p/ 
vs. /b/ contrast in root-initial position, both before and after underlying /ɡ/. This 
demonstrates that there is no dissimilation between voiced obstruents. So, Moro’s 
dissimilation cannot be explained away using underspecification and dissimilation of 
privative [voice]. 

(2) Voicing is contrastive where dissimilation occurs 
a. íɡ-ʌ́pwʌ ‘in the stick-fighting place’ ék-ə́bámbá  ‘in the drum’ 
 ([p] vs. [b] contrast, with dissimilation: prefix /k/→[ɡ] before voiceless only) 
 
b. l-a-pə́ɡ-á  ‘they are uprooting’  l-a-bəɡ-á  ‘they are strong’ 
 (root-initial [p] vs. [b] contrast) 
 
c. í-ɡ-ʌ-pɘð-ú ‘I chopped firewood’ é-ɡ-a-bəɾ-ó ‘I touched’ 
 ([p] vs. [b] contrast following voiced /ɡ/ in prefix) 
 
 Another, much more intuitive, approach is to characterize the voicing contrast in 
terms of [±spread glottis] (or [long VOT] (Gallagher 2011), or the element H (Backley 
2011); the choice among these is not essential). This is the approach that Uffman (2013) 
takes to explain Dahl’s Law in Kitharaka, and goes back to an earlier suggestion by 
Meinhof (1932:181) that the essence of the pattern is dissimilation of aspiration rather 
than of voicelessness. Since [+spread glottis] is more widely regarded as a marked and 
specified feature, and since aspiration is known to dissimilate in other cases,2 the 
resulting picture of dissimilation fits more comfortably with previous thinking both 
about dissimilation and about voicing. 

 The proposition that voiceless dissimilation is really dissimilation of aspiration 
draws considerable support from a large body of work under the banner of ‘laryngeal 
realism’. A major conclusion of this work is that some cases of putative [±voice] 
contrasts are not really distinctions based on voicing. Thus, Beckman et al. (2013) 
                                                
1 Dahl’s Law exists in various forms in different languages, and is the focus of too 
much previous work to be cited here in fullness. We direct readers to Davy & Nurse 
(1982) for the gist of the pattern. 
2 For some examples see Schadeberg (1999), Gallagher (2010b), and Bennett (2015). 
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distinguish between ‘voice’ languages which use [voice] (ex. Spanish, Polish) and 
‘aspiration’ languages which use [spread glottis] (ex. English, German) (Iverson & 
Salmons 1995, 1999, 2003, Honeybone 2005, Petrova et al 2006, Beckman, Jessen & 
Ringen 2013; see also Avery & Idsardi 2001)3. These categories realize their laryngeal 
distinctions in different ways. ‘Voice’ languages have a contrast between early or 
negative VOT stops (voiced) and short lag VOT stops (voiceless unaspirated). 
‘Aspiration’ languages have a contrast between short lag VOT stops and long lag VOT 
stops (voiceless aspirated). Arguments are drawn from directionality of assimilation and 
positional neutralizations such as final devoicing, which support the conclusion that 
voiceless unaspirated stops are laryngeally unspecified, and not crucially [-voice]. 

Given these issues, it is important to determine if Moro is a ‘voice’ language or 
an ‘aspiration’ language. If it is a ‘voice’ language, then it should not have voiceless 
dissimilation. If Moro is an ‘aspiration’ language, the dissimilation of voiceless 
consonants could be analyzed as dissimilation for the feature [spread glottis], without 
making crucial reference to [-voice].  

In the next section (§2), we present the data in more detail and show that 
voiceless dissimilation in Moro is robust and real. We then (§3) take up the question of 
whether Moro is a ‘voice’ language or an ‘aspiration’ language, with an acoustic study 
of the phonetic realization of the voicing contrast. 

2 The Moro dissimilation data 
This section introduces the language and presents the Moro data that illustrates the 
voiceless dissimilation pattern.  

2.1 Moro background 
Moro is classified as a Heiban language within Kordofanian (Schadeberg 1981). It has 
six or seven dialects; the data in this paper are from the Thetogovela dialect (also 
known as Tobəɽelda), and were collected from two speakers residing in the United 
States, and one residing in Omdurman, Sudan. The native name for Moro in this dialect 
is [ðəmwaɾə́ŋá]. Descriptions of other dialects include Black & Black (1971) on the 
‘Umdorein dialect’, which is probably the dialect referred to as Werria, and forms the 
basis for standard, written Moro. There is also some discussion of Moro dialects in 
unpublished material collected by Elizabeth Guest.4  

 The obstruent inventory of Moro is given in Table 1. Obstruents contrast for 
voicing, but not other laryngeal features. Two fricatives have no contrastive 
counterparts: voiceless [s] and voiced [ð]. 
 

                                                
3 Beckman et al. (2011) also recognize a third category of ‘over-specifying’ languages 
that make a contrast between [voice] stops and [spread glottis] stops, with both features 
represented. They take Swedish to be such a language, based on evidence from speech 
rate effects on VOT. 
4  This material is available here: http://www.rogerblench.info/Language/Niger-
Congo/Kordofanian/Moro/Moro%20page.htm. 
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 Labial Dental Alveolar Alveopalatal Velar 

Voiceless p 
f 

t̪ t 
s 

tʃ k 

Voiced b 
v 

d̪ 
ð 

 dʒ ɡ 

Table 1: Moro obstruents 
 

The voiceless consonants and [ð] may appear as geminates (sonorants may also be 
geminated). We will show that when geminated, voiced obstruents except /ð/ undergo 
devoicing.  

2.2 Dissimilation case 1: Locative prefix ék- 
The locative prefix in Moro is é- before consonant-initial stems, but ék- before vowel 
initial stems of the g-noun class and és- before vowel initial stems of the j-noun class. 
The g-noun class are singular nouns that historically had initial *ɡ and pair with l-class 
or n-class plurals (Gibbard et al 2009). 5  The locative marker ék- undergoes 
dissimilation preceding a voiceless consonant across a vowel (in a rule-based format:   
/k/ → [ɡ]/___VC[-voice]). The és- marker does not undergo dissimilation to [z]; there is 
no [z] in Moro.  
 The examples in (3) illustrate the locative [ék-] (or [ík-] under vowel harmony) 
before g-class vowel initial nouns that lack voiceless consonants. The addition of the 
locative prefix also causes high tone spreading, reduction of some vowels following the 
prefix, and elision of some final vowels; we do not analyze these effects here.  
(3) Locative prefix /ék-/ 

NOUN  LOCATIVE+NOUN 
a. ómóná  ék-ómón  ‘tiger’ 
b. evəðá  ék-ə́vəðá  ‘tree sp.’ 
c. oɡowélá ék-óɡowél  ‘monkey’ 
d. ebamba ék-ə́bámbá   ‘drum’ 
 

If a vowel-initial noun of the g-class has a voiceless consonant following the initial 
vowel, dissimilation occurs. With nouns of this form, the locative prefix appears as   
[éɡ-] or [íɡ-] rather than [ék-] or [ík-] (4). Little data is available for dissimilation before 
fricatives, as voiceless fricatives are infrequent sounds in Moro. In the one example we 
found (4e), speakers were unsure whether the prefix should have [k] or [ɡ], which may 

                                                
5 The g noun class triggers concord on modifiers and verbs with either [ɡ] or [k], 
depending on the affix: [ɡ] occurs with the instrumental –ɡa and subject agreement g- 
on the verb, whereas [k] occurs with the demonstratives such as –íkːi, possessors (ex. 
3sg possessive íkːoŋkoŋ), and strong concord in relative clauses– see Jenks 2013 for 
details. The locative [k] therefore patterns with this second group. This is further 
supported by the fact that the vowel-initial j-noun class shows a parallel distribution: 
instrumental -ja and locative és-.  
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suggest that fricatives only optionally trigger the dissimilation, or examples are too rare 
for them to be sure. 
(4) Locative prefix dissimilates to [éɡ-] (or [íɡ-]) before voiceless obstruents 

NOUN  LOCATIVE+NOUN 
a. ʌ́t̪ríə  íg-ʌ́t̪ríə   ‘gums’  
b. etám  ég-ətám  ‘neck’ 
c. aʧóŋɡʷárá ég-aʧóŋɡʷár  ‘bird of prey’ 
d. ʌ́pwʌ  íg-ʌ́pwʌ  ‘stick-fighting place’ 
e. úsílá  ík-úsílá or íɡ-úsílá ‘spirit’ 

 
 The dissimilation is subject to a CVC proximity restriction: prefixal /k/ only 
dissimilates when a voiceless consonant immediately follows the root-initial vowel. 
Thus, the voiceless consonants in (5) do not trigger dissimilation. 

(5) CVC proximity restriction on dissimilation 
 NOUN  LOCATIVE+NOUN 

a.    óɾə́pʷá  ék-óɾə́pʷá  ‘nest hole’ 
b.    íɾtí  ík-ə́ɾtí   ‘knife’ 
c.    ed̪apəɡá ék-ə́d̪ápəɡá  ‘nail’ 
 

This kind of proximity restriction is well-attested in previous surveys of dissimilation, 
as well as assimilation (Rose & Walker 2004, Hansson 2010, Bennett 2015).  

 Two further remarks are in order before moving on to other morphological 
constructions that exhibit the same phonological pattern. First, the data clearly shows 
the voicing of /ek-/→[eɡ-] to be dissimilatory. It is not the case, for instance, that the 
consonant is simply voiced intervocalically: words like loɡopájá ‘cup’, lókóɡóŋ 
‘scorpion’, ebamba ‘drum’, opéréə ‘sword’ and lapaba ‘circular mat for fanning fire’ 
clearly show contrastive voicing in the intervocalic position. Second, this dissimilation 
is clearly for voicelessness, and not voicing. Voiced stops may co-occur in adjacent 
syllables, and do not dissimilate, ex. [ibəɡwʌ́-ɡá] ‘back of knee (instr.)’ and [ʌ́dí-ɡá] 
‘skin (instr.)’ or [é-ɡ-a-bəɾ-ó] ‘I touched’. Voicing is also not otherwise predictable, e.g. 
in an alternating voiced-voiceless rhythm. These alternative, non-dissimilatory, 
characterizations of the data do not fit the facts. We turn now to further data that 
demonstrates the generality of the phenomenon. 

2.3 Dissimilation case 2: Verbal suffixes -ɘt̪, -et̪ and -at̪  
Dissimilation is not limited to the locative prefix; it is also found with other 
morphemes. One group of these are verbal suffixes of the shape -Vt̪. These include the 
benefactive applicative suffix /-ɘt̪/6, the inchoative /-et̪/, and the locative applicative 
/-at̪/; these show dissimilation of a voiceless consonant in the root, i.e. /T-Vt̪/→[D-Vt̪].  

The benefactive applicative suffix triggers vowel harmony, which raises all 
vowels in the stem, and causes final dental stops to palatalize, which due to 
                                                
6 In prior research on Moro, this suffix was transcribed as [ət̪]. New acoustic analysis 
(Ritchart & Rose 2015, to appear) shows that the vowel is more appropriately 
transcribed as [ɘ].    
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dissimilation are realized as [dʒ] rather than [tʃ]. It is clear that this is due to 
dissimilation as the passive suffix -ɘn also triggers palatalization, but final voiceless 
dental stops are realized as [tʃ]: ex. [l-ʌ-wʌtʃ-ɘn-ú] ‘they were sewn’. The forms in (6) 
are conjugated in the 3pl perfective with the structure SM.CLl-RTC-root-(APPL)-PFV. 
(6) Dissimilation with benefactive applicative suffix /-ɘt̪/7 

3PL PERFECTIVE 3PL APPLICATIVE PERFECTIVE 
a.    l-a-loɡ-ó l-ʌ-luɡ-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they said’ / .. for’ 
b.    l-ʌ-dʌŋ-ú l-ʌ-dʌŋ-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they waited’ / .. for’ 

(applicative suffix is normally -ɘt̪) 
 

c.    l-ap-ó l-ʌb-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they carried’ / .. for’  
d.    l-a-wat̪-ó l-ʌ-wʌʤ-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they sewed’ / .. for’ 
e.    l-a-doɡat̪-ó l-ʌ-duɡʌʤ-ɘt̪-ú      ‘they repaired’ / .. for’ 
f.    l-a-ləvəʧ-ó l-ʌ-lɘvɘʤ-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they hid’ / .. for’ 

(-ɘt̪ triggers dissimilation of preceding voiceless C) 
 

g.    l-a-pəɡ-ó  l-ʌ-pɘɡ-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they paid’ /.. for’ 
h.    l-a-kəv-ó l-ʌ-kɘv-ɘt̪-ú  ‘they pinched’ / .. for’ 

(dissimilation restricted by locality) 
 
 The first examples (6a-b) show the applicative suffix in a form with no voiceless 
consonants, where it is realized as [ɘt̪]. In the examples in (6c–f) it causes dissimilation 
in a preceding voiceless consonant. Here, as in the locatives, dissimilation is subject to a 
CVC proximity restriction, illustrated by the non-dissimilation of the root-initial /p/ and 
/k/ in (6g-h). In applicative forms, we can observe dissimilation applying to consonants 
other than the /k/. Dissimilation in both the applicative and the nominal locative in 2.2 
holds in a strictly right-to-left fashion. There are two exceptions to the pattern in regular 
roots,    [l-ʌ-murkw-ɘt̪-ú] ‘they rolled (for)’ and [l-ʌlɘf-ɘt̪-ú]  ‘they promised (to)’. The 
first case may be due to the labial [w] intervening between the voiceless root consonant 
and the suffix, disrupting locality. The second may be due to fricatives not participating 
in the dissimilation process as targets. This is an Arabic loanword, so it may also be an 
exception due to this reason.  

Dissimilation can also be seen with a suffix that we label ‘inchoative’, realized 
as [-ət̪] or [-et̪], which causes dissimilation in preceding roots. This morpheme appears 
in imperative forms derived from adjectives, as in (7a–b). It is [et̪] if the root is short 
and contains a short [ə] or [ɘ], and [ət̪] if the root contains a full vowel or no vowel. We 
assume that the form with [ə] is a reduced form of the suffix with a full vowel. The 
form in (7c) shows it causing dissimilation in the same fashion as the applicative suffix 
/-ɘt̪/ above.   

                                                
7 Abbreviations: ADJ = adjective; APPL = applicative; CL = noun class; IMP = imperative; 
IMPV = imperfective; INCH = inchoative; LOC = locative; PFV = perfective; RTC = root 
clause; SM = subject marker. 
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(7) Dissimilation with inchoative suffix /-ət̪/~/-et̪/ 
 3PL ADJECTIVE    IMPERATIVE ADJECTIVE 
 SM.CLl-RTC-root-ADJ   root-INCH-IMP  
a.    l-a-bəɡ-á ‘they are strong’ bə́ɡ-ét̪-ó ‘be strong!’ 
b.    l-obəl-á ‘they are short’ óbə́l-ét- ̪ó ‘be short!’ 
c.    l-a-bətʃ-á ‘they are white’ bə́ʤ-ét-ó ‘be white!’8 

 

The locative applicative/malefactive suffix -at̪ triggers dissimilation, but unlike 
the benefactive applicative, it causes no other phonological changes (such as vowel 
harmony or palatalization).  

(8) Dissimilation with locative applicative suffix /-at̪/ 
 3PL PERFECTIVE 3PL LOCATIVE APPLICATIVE PERFECTIVE 
a.    l-a-mː-ó  l-a-mː-at̪-ó ‘they took’ /..from’ 
b.    l-a-loɡ-ó  l-a-loɡ-at̪-ó ‘they said’ / .. at’ 
c. l-ap-ó   l-ab-at̪-ó ‘they carry’ /..into’ 
d. l-a-lat̪-ó  l-a-lad̪-at̪-ó ‘they sift grain’/..in’ 

 

The two applicative suffixes -ɘt̪ and -at̪ cannot combine, so no dissimilation effect can 
be observed between them. Instead, benefactive + locative applicative meaning is 
conveyed with a single suffix -it̪. It, too, triggers dissimilation, ex. [l-ʌb-it̪-ú] ‘they 
carried into for’.  

2.4 Dissimilation case 3: Reduplicative durative/iterative prefix 
The final morphological context where we can observe dissimilation is a 
durative/iterative prefix. This prefix takes the shape CaC- before roots that are 
consonant initial. The consonants of the prefix are copies of the root-initial consonant. 
The second consonant forms a geminate with the initial root consonant; the vowel is [a] 
or [ʌ] depending on vowel harmony. Examples are given in (9), with the reduplicant in 
bold. Labialization may or may not be copied, depending on the speaker. 

(9) Reduplicative CaC prefix  
   3PL IMPERFECTIVE 3PL ITERATIVE IMPERFECTIVE 

a. l-a-mʷándəð-eə  l-a-mám-mʷandəð-eə   ‘they are about to ask’ 
b. l-a-nátʃ-á  l-a-nán-natʃ-a  ‘they are about to give’ 
c. l-a-ðə́w-á  l-a-ðáð-ðəw-a  ‘they are about to poke’ 

 

The CaC prefix has a D-a-T pattern with obstruents (10). The result is a voiced-vowel-
voiceless sequence: a structure that looks conspicuously like the expected outcome of 
dissimilation. 

                                                
8 This form is odd semantically, as it implies being momentarily white. Speakers prefer 
the imperative with a reduplicative durative/iterative prefix: pap-pədʒ-ə́t̪-ó ‘be white 
(dur/iter.)!’ Note that the addition of the prefix with [a] causes the suffix to have [ə] 
instead of [e]. Section 4.2 discusses these forms and why dissimilation does not apply to 
the reduplicative prefix in the imperative.   
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(10) Dissimilation in reduplicative CaC prefix 
  3PL IMPERFECTIVE 3PL ITERATIVE IMPERFECTIVE 

a.    l-a-bə́ɾ-á l-a-báp-pəɾ-a  ‘they are about to touch’ 
b.    l-a-də́ŕn-a l-a-dát-tərn-a  ‘…..to press’ 
c.    l-a-ʤóm-á l-a-ʤáʧ-ʧom-a  ‘…..to move’ 
d.    l-a-və́léð-a l-a-váf-fərleð-a  ‘…..to push’  
 
e.    l-ʌ-pʷɘ́ll-iɘ l-ʌ-bʌ́p-pʷɘ́ll-iɘ  ‘…..to hollow a hole’ 
f.    l-a-t̪ávə́ð-a l-a-d̪at̪-t̪avəð-a  ‘…..to spit’ 
g.    l-a-t̪að-a l-a-d̪át̪-t̪að-a  ‘…..to leave’ 
h.    l-a-kə́v-á l-a-ɡák-kəv-a  ‘…..to pinch’ 

 
Two alternations are discernable here: devoicing of geminates, and voiceless 
dissimilation. Moro systematically disallows voiced geminate obstruents, with the 
exception of [ðð], and these are repaired by devoicing as in (10a–d): the root-initial /b/ 
in (10a) [bə́ɾ] changes to [p] in [báp-pəɾ]. Thus, geminates are created by the last 
consonant of the prefix copying the root-initial consonant, and these are all predictably 
voiceless, irrespective of the underlying voicing of the root-initial consonant. As further 
support for the ban against voiced obstruent geminates, voiceless geminate consonants 
fail to voice when followed by a voiceless obstruent in a CVC configuration, normally 
the locus of dissimilation. For example, the inchoative suffix -et̪ in mə́tt-ét̪ áŋəno 'be 
smooth!' fails to trigger dissimilation: *[mə́dd-ét̪ áŋəno].  
 The forms of interest for the voiceless dissimilation pattern are (10e-h), which 
show dissimilation of the first consonant in the reduplicative prefix. This first consonant 
is predictably voiced on the surface, even though the initial root consonant it copies 
from is voiceless. This fits with the same dissimilation pattern seen elsewhere: in the 
CVC reduplicants, C2 is always voiceless, which causes C1 to dissimilate from 
voiceless to voiced. That is, perfectly faithful copying in a form like (10h) would lead to 
*lakákkəva; but, what we find is instead [laɡákkəva], reflecting dissimilation of /k/ to 
[ɡ]. 
 Finally, the voiced fricatives /v/ displays variability. This is expected given the 
previous data on fricatives from locative nominals. The voiceless fricative /s/ shows no 
variability and is never realized as voiced [z], a sound that does not exist in Moro: 

(11) Dissimilation in reduplicative CaC prefix 
  3PL IMPERFECTIVE 3PL ITERATIVE IMPERFECTIVE 

a.    l-a-və́léð-a l-a-váf-fərleð-a ‘they are about to pull’  
  l-a-fáf-fərleð-a  
b.    l-ʌ-sʌ́ð-ʌ́ l-ʌ-sʌ́s-sʌð-ʌ ‘they are about to defecate’ 

 

2.5 Dissimilation in roots? 
There is evidence that the dissimilation pattern holds within roots as well. From a 
database of ~1200 lemmas (noun, adjective and verb roots, adverbs, postpositions; 
compounds were excluded), 111 occurrences of stops/affricates co-occurring across a 
vowel (CVC configuration) were noted. Observed/Expected ratios were calculated to 
test whether there is underrepresentation of particular combinations (Pierrehumbert 
1993). An O/E ratio less than one indicates underrepresentation. ‘Observed’ is the 
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number of stop/affricate pairs for each voicing combination in a CVC configuration. 
‘Expected’ is the probability each combination of [αvoice] stops/affricates co-occurring, 
based on the individual frequency of each. This is calculated by the actual number of 
[αvoice] stops/affricates in C1/total number of CVC stop/affricate combinations * the 
probability of [αvoice] stops/affricates in C2 * total number of CVC stop/affricate 
combinations. This distribution is significant (Χ2 = 26.029, df = 3, p <0.0001). 

 

 Voiceless Voiced 
Voiceless 5    (O/E = 0.29) 26   (O/E = 1.86) 
Voiced 56  (O/E = 1.27) 24   (O/E = 0.67) 

Table 2: Static restrictions on voiceless and voiced non-continuant combinations 
 

This pattern shows that voiceless-voiceless combinations are very underrepresented, 
voiced-voiced combinations are also underrepresented, whereas the combinations of 
voiceless and voiced are overrepresented, particularly voiceless-voiced. However, there 
is considerable skewing depending on word class, as can be seen in the following table: 
 
 Nouns Verbs/Adjectives Adverbs/Postpositions 
Voiced-voiceless 16 34 6 
Voiced-voiced 17 7 0 
Voiceless-voiced 18 7 1 
Voiceless-voiceless 1 4 0 
Total 52 52 7 

Table 3: Number of transvocalic non-continuant obstruent combinations 
 
 In nouns, the distribution is even among all classes, except for the voiceless-voiceless 
combination. However, in verbs/adjectives, the voiced-voiceless combination 
dominates. Of the 34 attested combinations, 28 of them involve a second consonant that 
is either t̪ or tʃ, the likely vestige of a lexicalized extension suffix that would have 
triggered dissimilation, like the applicative markers. This likely accounts for the 
overrepresentation of this combination in verbs/adjectives. There are two few patterns 
in the adverb/postposition class to draw many conclusions.  

The five examples of voiceless-voiceless combinations are as follows (verbs are 
provided in the proximal imperative, which has a single suffix -ó/-ú): 
 
(12) Exceptions to dissimilation in roots 
 a. ópːə́t̪-ó  ‘defend!’  
 b. pwʌ́tʃə́ð-ú ‘fold!’     
 c. pwʌ́t̪-ú ‘make a shelter, mend, hammer’    
 d. t̪ét̪-ó  ‘follow!’ 
 e. t̪ét̪ə́m ‘truth’ 
   
These words are reasonable exceptions. Geminate stops are always voiceless and never 
undergo dissimilatory voicing, so dissimilation is not expected in (12a) ópːə́t̪ó (*óbːə́t̪ó). 
The two verbs that begin with [pw] in (12b) and (12c) might be considered 
insufficiently local due to the [w]. Another possible explanation is that root-initial 
consonants resist dissimilation. This would also explain the verb in (12d) t̪ét̪ó. The noun 
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t̪ét̪ə́m has an alternate form d̪ét̪ə́m, showing vacillation between respecting dissimilation 
and possibly respecting a preference for root-initial voiceless consonants.  
 As noted above, the behavior of fricatives in the dissimilation pattern is 
indeterminate. Co-occurrence of voiceless fricatives with other voiceless obstruents is 
uncommon in roots, in part due to the low attestation of voiceless fricatives in general 
(10 lexemes with /f/ and 25 lexemes with /s/ in the non-ideophonic vocabulary). Of 
these, seven involve combinations of a voiceless fricative with another voiceless 
obstruent in a CVC configuration. Five are cases in which /s/ precedes a voiceless 
consonant, but, /s/ cannot voice to [z]. Two involve /s/ following other voiceless 
consonants: alfásəl 'room', borrowed from Arabic, and the verb tʌ́sí 'shake'. Fricatives 
may just not be involved in dissimilation in roots, but the evidence is unclear. 	

2.6 Morpheme-specific dissimilation patterns 
We have presented several cases in which dissimilation is triggered by both verbal 
suffixes and the root. In this section, we outline cases in which dissimilation does not 
occur, even though the linear configuration voiceless-vowel-voiceless is present. This is 
due to morphological or prosodic restrictions on its application.  

 Dissimilation in nouns occurs only across a prefix-root boundary. In (13a), the 
nouns et̪a ‘lake’ and opa ‘grandmother’ trigger dissimilation on the locative prefix, as 
expected. However, they fail to undergo dissimilation from the demonstrative suffixes -
íkːi and -íkːʌtíkʌ (13b,c), so, for example, *óbʌ́-kːi is not possible.  

(13) No dissimilation with nominal suffixes 
 a. éɡ-ə́t̪á  ‘in the lake’ éɡ-ə́pá  ‘in the grandmother’ 
  b. et̪ʌ́-kːi  ‘this lake’ ópʌ́-kːi  ‘this grandmother’ 
   c. et̪ʌ́-kːʌtíkʌ ‘that lake’ ópʌ́-kːʌtíkʌ ‘that grandmother’ 
 
There is no dissimilation within the demonstrative suffix itself, either. That is, the form 
is -ikːʌtíkʌ, not *-ikːʌdíkʌ. Vowel harmony obeys similar domain boundaries in Moro. 
Nominal prefixes harmonize, but all suffixes except inalienable possessives do not. 
These demonstratives can stand alone as independent demonstrative pronouns, but the 
vowel hiatus resolution (a + i → [ʌ]) shows that they are nevertheless phonologically 
integrated with the preceding noun when suffixed. The domain of dissimilation in nouns 
is therefore restricted to the morphological unit [prefix-root].  
 For verbs, we presented all the suffixes with voiceless consonants in section 2.4. 
Here we briefly discuss two cases of single consonant voiceless prefixes. First, the 
consecutive complementizer t̪- appears in phrase-initial position and never undergoes 
voicing: t̪-a-kəl-a ‘and then you sliced’. Second, there is a phrase-initial strengthening 
process that causes the noun class subject agreement prefix /ɡ-/ to be realized as [k] in 
phrase-initial position, even in a potentially dissimilating context. In (14a), the noun 
class agreement marker is realized as [ɡ], as it is medial in the sentence/phrase. In (14b), 
it is sentence-initial, and is realized as [k], despite the fact that there is a following [t̪].  
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(14) No dissimilation with phrase-initial [k] 
(a) umːiə   ɡ-a-t̪ə́və́ð-a    ajen   ánó 

CLg.boy SM.CLg-RTC-cross-IMPV CLj.mountain CLj.place 
‘the boy is crossing the mountain’ 
 

(b) k-a-t̪ə́və́ð-a    ajen   ánó 
SM.CLg-RTC-cross-IMPV CLj.mountain CLj.place 
‘s/he is crossing the mountain’ 

 
The phrase initial strengthening process applies regardless of the fact that it creates a 
voiceless-vowel-voiceless configuration. Phrase-initial strengthening only applies to the 
initial noun class concord marker /ɡ-/. Other phrase-initial voiced obstruents, such as 
imperative verbs bə́ɾó ‘touch!’ or ɡə́ɲó ‘kill!’ do not undergo devoicing. These two 
cases show that phrase-initial voiceless realization of prefixes trumps dissimilation. 
Other examples of this kind of initial effect will be discussed and analyzed in §4.2.  

 

3 The status of Moro voicelessness as genuine [-voice] 
We have so far identified a robust pattern in the Moro data: sequences of two 

voiceless obstruents are overtly changed to voiced-voiceless sequences in a number of 
morphemes, and are avoided in the lexicon. The pattern seems to be dissimilation for 
voicelessness, but as we noted previously in discussion of laryngeal realism (§1.3), it is 
also conceivable that the dissimilation is really for [spread glottis] or some other 
equivalent feature that is not [-voice]. This goes hand in hand with the question of how 
the laryngeal contrast in Moro is represented, i.e. whether it is a ‘voice’ language or an 
‘aspiration’ language.  

The ‘voice’ vs. ‘aspiration’ distinction is readily testable. If Moro is really a 
‘voice’ language, then the ‘voicing’ distinction should be a difference between fully 
voiced or pre-voiced stops, vs. short lag voiceless stops.  If, on the other hand, Moro is 
really a ‘spread glottis’ language, then the ‘voicing’ contrast should actually be a 
contrast between short lag voiceless stops and long lag voiceless stops (e.g. aspirates). 
We therefore conducted a descriptive acoustic study to determine the general 
characteristics of Moro stops, as a way to confirm that Moro stops fit the profile of 
languages that make their laryngeal distinctions using [voice] rather than [spread 
glottis]. 

 
3.2 Acoustic study of Moro stops 

3.2.1 Methods 
Three speakers of Thetogovela Moro participated in the study, two males and one 
female. All three are also fluent in English and Sudanese Arabic.  

Twenty-three monosyllabic verb roots with initial stops were selected for the 
study. For labial, dental and alveolar places of articulation, three verbs with voiceless 
stops and three verbs with voiced stops were selected. For velar place of articulation, 
three verbs with voiceless stops and two verbs with voiced stops were selected (there is 
a paucity of verbs with initial /g/). Verbs were conjugated in two forms to create a 
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phrase-initial context (sg. imperative) and an intervocalic context (3pl perfective ‘they 
Xed’). The tone patterns of these two forms are identical across verb roots. An attempt 
was made to select one root with a following short central vowel [ə] or [ɘ] and one root 
with a following full vowel [ʌ o i e u a], but this was not possible in all cases. In 
intervocalic position, the preceding vowel was [a] or [ʌ] depending on vowel harmony. 
Each word was produced four times. 

 

 VOICELESS STOPS VOICED STOPS 
 Initial  Intervocalic  Initial  Intervocalic  

Labial pə́ɡó    lapəɡó ‘weed’ bɘ́ɡú lʌbɘɡú  ‘hit’ 
 púllí  lʌpullí ‘make hole in gourd’ bə́ló labəló ‘wrestle’ 

 pɘ́ðú lʌpɘðú ‘beat’ bə́ɾó labəɾó ‘touch’ 
Dental t̪ə́vó lat̪əvó ‘cut’ d̪oáðó lad̪oaðó ‘push’ 

 t̪úrtᶙ́ lʌt̪urt̪ú ‘wait for’ d̪oát̪ó lad̪oat̪ó ‘send’ 
 t̪áðó lat̪aðó ‘leave’ d̪ə́rnó lad̪ərnó ‘press’ 

Alveolar tə́ðó latəðó ‘push with feet’ dáŋó ladaŋó ‘stay’ 
 tóðó latoðó ‘move, wake up’ dʌ́ɾú lʌdʌɾú ‘wrap, cover’ 

 toáðó latoaðó ‘stroke, rub’ doát̪ó ladoat̪ó ‘speak, tell’ 
Velar kə́ló lakəló ‘slice’ ɡə́ɲó laɡəɲó ‘kill’ 

 kíðú lʌkiðú ‘open’ ɡáðó laɡaðó ‘mix’ 
 kád̪ó lakad̪ó ‘plant’    

Table 4: Materials for acoustic study 
 

Data were recorded by the second author in a private home on a PMD 660 Marantz 
recorder with an external microphone sampled at 44.1 kHz. This setting was more 
comfortable and convenient for the speakers. Measurements were assessed for the 2nd 
through 4th repetitions of the words. For initial voiceless stops, VOT was measured 
from the release burst of the stop up to the onset of the periodic waveform of the 
following vowel. For initial voiced stops, negative VOT or prevoicing was measured 
from the onset of voicing (onset of periodicity and onset of energy in the voicing bar) 
up to the release burst of the stop (Francis et al. 2002). For intervocalic voiced stops, 
closure duration was measured as the decrease in amplitude between the two vowels. 
For intervocalic voiceless stops, closure duration was measured between the offset of 
voicing of the preceding vowel and the onset of the periodic waveform of the following 
vowel. In addition, the release of the voiceless stop was measured up to the onset of the 
periodic waveform of the following vowel.  
3.2.2 Results 

We find that the voiceless stops in Moro are short-lag voiceless stops; they are not 
aspirated. The duration measurements in milliseconds (ms) are given in Table 5 for 
voiceless stops, averaged across all tokens for the three speakers. The duration from 
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stop release to onset of the following vowel is labeled as VOT duration for intervocalic 
stops. 
 

 VOICELESS INITIAL  VOICELESS INTERVOCALIC 
 VOT 

duration  
standard 
deviation 

 Closure 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

VOT 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial 20.45   6.98  134.58 22.06 20.37  6.24 

Dental 16.59  5.25  127.64 27.04 20.36  7.76 
Alveolar 18.03  6.58  135.97 23.17 14.44  2.25 

Velar 39.75 11.57  139.92 28.38 37.06 13.56 
Table 5: Average duration measurements (ms.) for voiceless stops (3 speakers) 

 
In Figure 1, we provide waveforms and spectrograms for four words with initial 
voiceless stops by Speaker M2. In each case, there is a period of silence before the 
release of the stop, followed by a short VOT before the onset of the vowel, except in the 
case of [k], which shows a slightly longer VOT. In this token, the measurement is 
36.49ms.  
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a. pə́ɡó 

 
b. t̪ə́vó 

 
c. tə́ðó 

 
d. kə́ló 

Figure 1: waveforms and spectrograms of initial voiceless stops (speaker M2) 
 

The voiced stops in Moro are not simply unaspirated; they are pre-voiced. The duration 
measurements in milliseconds (ms) are given in the following table for voiced stops, 
averaged across all tokens at the same place of articulation for the three speakers. 
Average durations per speaker are provided in appendix 1. For intervocalic stops, the 
realization was in many cases more like a fricative or approximant. However, there is 
voicing throughout the articulation of these sounds; they are not passively voiced.  
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 VOICED INITIAL   VOICED INTERVOCALIC  

 VOT 
duration  

standard 
deviation 

 Closure/frication 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial -78.25 28.58  61.57 11.55 
Dental -81.91 40.55  60.56   7.18 

Alveolar -78.92 33.77  47.67 12.61 
Velar -81.71 33.97  51.63   8.57 

Table 6: Average duration measurements (ms.) for voiced stops (3 speakers) 
 

In Figure 2, we provide waveforms and spectrograms for four words with initial voiced 
stops by Speaker M2. In each case, a voice bar is identifiable on the spectrogram before 
the onset of the vowel, and the corresponding waveform shows low amplitude 
periodicity corresponding to the voicing.   
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a. bə́ɾó 

 
b. d̪oát̪ó 

 

 
c. dʌ́ɾú 

 

 
d. ɡə́ɲó 

Figure 2: waveforms and spectrograms of initial voiced stops (speaker M2) 
 

3.2.3 Discussion 
In phrase-initial position, voiced stops seem to be routinely pre-voiced with negative 
VOT, averaging around 80ms. There is a high standard deviation for initial voiced 
stops. Nevertheless, all initial voiced stops show some degree of pre-voicing. 
Intervocalic stops are often spirantized (/b d ɡ/ → [β ð ɣ]; /d̪/ is unaffected ), but are still 
fully voiced.  

 As for voiceless stops, the voiceless velar stop shows the highest VOT, 
averaging 39.75ms in initial position; that voiceless velars have higher VOT than more 
forward articulations is a result that is typical in many languages (Cho & Ladefoged 
1999). Nevertheless, the other voiceless stops all average less than 21ms, with the 
dental and alveolar stops the shortest. The voiceless stops as a group cannot be 
considered aspirated or displaying long lag VOT; instead they are best characterized as 
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having short lag VOT. The durations fall within the ranges typically attested for 
languages with unaspirated stops (approximately 10-30ms for labials and coronals, 20-
40ms for velars; Cho & Ladefoged 1999). In intervocalic position voiceless stops have a 
long voiceless closure and short VOT. As for the release, the VOT durations are 
comparable to those observed in initial position.  

Based on the tenets of laryngeal realism in previous work (Beckman et al. 2013, 
et prec.), Moro would be classified as a ‘voice’ language, and not as an ‘aspiration’ 
language. In initial position, the contrast is between prevoiced stops (with negative 
VOT) and voiceless stops (with short lag VOT). Intervocalically, it is a contrast 
between fully voiced stops with short closure, vs. voiceless stops with long closure and 
a short lag VOT. Thus, the series of voiced obstruents are fully voiced, and the series of 
voiceless obstruents are simply unvoiced – not aspirated. Treating the contrast as one of 
[spread glottis] requires a significant mismatch between phonetics and phonology. We 
therefore conclude that the best analysis of Moro dissimilation is one employing the 
feature [-voice]. 

4 A correspondence-driven analysis of Moro dissimilation 
The aim of this section is to demonstrate that when [-voice] is admitted as a feature, the 
Moro pattern receives a relatively natural and straightforward formal analysis within a 
theory of dissimilation that has two key properties: (i) avoidance of highly similar 
segments and (ii) no reliance on markedness as the explanation for dissimilation. 
Various approaches to dissimilation have these characteristics, including classical 
formulations of the OCP (e.g. McCarthy 1986, Yip 1988, Myers 1997), Suzuki’s (1998) 
Generalized OCP, anti-similarity reformulations of the OCP idea (Krämer 2001, 2003, 
Frisch et al. 2004, Coetzee & Pater 2008, etc.; see also Gallagher 2010a,b, 2011), and 
the more recent Surface Correspondence Theory of Dissimilation (Bennett 2015; see 
also Shih & Inkelas 2014, Faytak 2014, Noguchi 2014, etc.). The analysis we lay out 
here follows the surface correspondence theory (henceforth ‘SCTD’). We choose this as 
the most current theory of dissimilation in the recent literature, and because it does not 
rely on any stipulations about relative markedness of features. Bennett (2015) presents a 
survey of 154 dissimilation patterns, and shows that dissimilation targets a variety of 
segments and features, both marked and unmarked. In this section, we give a basic 
overview of the SCTD in general terms, then spell out our analysis of Moro using this 
approach.  
 Based in Optimality Theory, the Surface Correspondence Theory of 
Dissimilation is an extension of Agreement by Correspondence (ABC; Rose & Walker 
2004), designed for consonant harmony. The foundational assumption of the theory is 
that featural similarity between segments is the basis for establishing surface 
correspondence relationships between them (as mandated by CORR constraints). 
Consonant agreement or harmony emerges from these relationships as the result of a 
drive for closer identity among similar consonants, due to their correspondence (a drive 
formalized by the family of CC·IDENT constraints).  Limits on harmony can likewise be 
handled by constraints imposing demands on the basis of correspondence relationships, 
such as a requirement that correspondent segments be in the same domain (the work of 
CC·EDGE constraints); or, they could be built into the CORR constraints that require 
correspondence, as locality conditions that narrow the scope of the constraints. 
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 Given the basic architecture of ABC, dissimilation can be handled as the 
avoidance of correspondence (Walker 2000, Bennett 2015). By reducing their featural 
similarity, segments are not required to correspond with each other – and therefore are 
not subject to any other demands imposed on the basis of correspondence.9 The basic 
idea, then, is that penalizing correspondence has the effect of disfavoring similarity. If 
correspondence between C1 and C2 cannot satisfy all the demands (of identity, locality, 
etc.) imposed on correspondence relationships, then C1 and C2 should not correspond – 
in which case it’s better for them to be dissimilar on whatever a feature or features is 
spurring the correspondence. Segments are thus faced with a choice between 
corresponding and obeying any limits imposed on correspondence, or dissimilating to 
become different enough that they are outside the correspondence requirement. 

 Note that the dissimilation interaction that emerges from surface correspondence 
is fully independent of any assumptions to be made about markedness. This 
differentiates the surface correspondence approach to dissimilation from various 
formalizations of the OCP that seek to derive dissimilation from segmental markedness 
(cf. Alderete 1997, Itô & Mester 1998). The SCTD approach also makes no crucial 
assumptions about segmental or autosegmental representations, apart from the existence 
of a [-voice] feature specification to characterize voiceless obstruents. As such, the 
analysis does not come with any presuppositions about default feature fill-in or 
underspecification of [±voice], nor about tier-based adjacency, or any relationships 
between markedness and autosegmental structure. Such questions are entirely 
orthogonal to the explanatory adequacy of the account, and we therefore abstract away 
from them. 

4.1 The core dissimilation pattern 
The analysis we propose derives dissimilation from the combination of two main 
constraints. The first is a CORR constraint that spurs correspondence between similar 
consonants – in this case, voiceless consonants. This defines the featural ‘scope’ of 
dissimilation: voiceless consonants are the ones that face a pressure to correspond or 
dissimilate. The second major constraint is one that limits correspondence, to make such 
correspondence impossible in the conditions where dissimilation occurs. We take this to 
be a CC·EDGE constraint, which prompts would-be correspondents to dissimilate when 
they straddle the edge of a domain.  

 Locality is built into the theory by making the correspondence constraints 
sensitive to the particular locality configuration. In the Moro case, this is a CVC 
sequence or ‘transvocalic’ domain, identified as a domain of correspondence for many 
other cases of consonant harmony and dissimilation (Rose 2000, Hansson 2010, Bennett 
2015). This confines the interaction to adjacent syllables. The participating consonants 
are highly similar: voiceless stops and affricates, identified by the features 
[-voice, -cont] (fricatives are set aside as their participation is doubtful). If [-voice] were 
not employed as a defining feature of the natural class, [-cont] alone would be 

                                                
9 An alternative approach, taken in some previous work, is to handle dissimilation using 
anti-identity constraints, such as ¬IDENT-CC constraints (Roberts 2011, 2014, Inkelas & 
Shih 2013) or *S-IDENTITY(F) (Krämer 2001, 2003), or with a family of CC·OCP 
constraints.  We do not take this approach, on grounds of parsimony: why posit such 
constraints if we can construct an equivalently explanatory theory without them? 
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insufficient: this would predict correspondence among all stops and affricates, and 
dissimilation for continuancy. Absence of a feature cannot be referred to formally to 
define a class without invoking a [Ø] feature.  

 
(15)   CORR-CVC·[-voice, -cont]: ‘if voiceless non-continuant Cs are in a CVC 

configuration, then they correspond’   
For each distinct pair of output consonants X and Y, assign a violation if: 

   X and Y are both [-voice, -cont], 
  and X and Y are in the configuration ...CVC..., 
 and X and Y are not in the same surface correspondence class 
 

The CORR constraint interacts with another constraint that penalizes 
correspondence across domain edges by requiring correspondence to be within a 
particular domain: CC·EDGE-(domain). Domains may be phonological (syllable, foot, 
prosodic word) or morphological (root, stem, word). This constraint also establishes 
domains for consonant harmony (see Bennett 2015 for more details). Since the three 
clear and productive sub-cases of dissimilation in Moro (discussed in §2 above) each 
hold across root-affix boundaries, we presume the relevant CCŊEDGE constraint to be 
one that picks out the root as its domain (16). 
 

(16) CC·EDGE-(root): ‘If two Cs correspond, they are contained in the same root’  
For each distinct pair of output consonants, X and Y, assign a violation if:  

  X and Y are in the same surface correspondence class,  
 and X is contained in morphological root Σi, 
 and Y is not inside the morphological root Σi 
 

To illustrate with the example /ék-etám/ à [égətám] ‘in the neck’, the two 
surface correspondence constraints are ranked above a faithfulness constraint that 
prevents changes to the feature [voice]: IO·IDENT-(voice). This is shown in (17) below. 
Correspondence relationships between surface consonants (ℛ) are marked in set 
notation, with each group of correspondents co-indexed to the consonants it includes. If 
there is total non-correspondence among segments, as in (17a) and (17c), then each 
consonant forms its own set. CORR-CVC·[-voice, -cont] requires voiceless obstruents to 
correspond. This rules out faithful non-correspondence between two voiceless stops 
(17c). CC·EDGE-(root) wants the voiceless consonants here to not correspond; since 
they are separated by a prefix-root boundary, correspondence between them crosses the 
edge of the root. This rules out faithful correspondence between the voiceless stops 
(17b). So, pairs of [-voice] consonants are required to correspond by one constraint, but 
are prohibited from doing so by the other constraint: they cannot both correspond and 
also satisfy the requirement imposed on correspondence by CC·EDGE. The solution is to 
make them not be a pair of [-voice] Cs: dissimilating one to [+voice] as in (17a) allows 
both constraints to be satisfied at the same time. (W & L in constraint columns indicate 
winner/loser preferences for each candidate, relative to the correct surface output in (a); 
integers count violations.) 
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(17)  

/ék-etám/ CORR-CVC· 
[-voice, -cont] 

CC·EDGE-
(root) 

IO·IDENT-
(voice) 

→ a. éɡ1-ət2ám3, 
ℛ:{ɡ}1{t}2{m}3   

1 

~ b. ék1-ət1ám2, 
ℛ:{k t}1{m}2  

1! (W) (L) 

~ c. ék1-ət2ám3, 
ℛ:{k}1{t}2{m}3 

1!(W)  (L) 

 

This same basic constraint ranking also applies to cases in which a suffix triggers a 
change to a root consonant, as in /l-ap-ɘt̪-ó/ à [lʌbɘt̪ú] ‘they carried for s.o.’. This is 
because a suffixal [t] and a root [p] straddle the root edge just like the /k-Vt/ sequence 
shown in (17). Any pair of voiceless stops or affricates that crosses the root edge is 
compelled to dissimilate under this ranking. 
 Moro dissimilation is always regressive, so the output in (17) is éɡətám not 
*ekədám. We do not propose an explanation here for this rigid directionality, but simply 
note that left-to-right dissimilation systematically does not happen. Recent work on 
surface correspondence observes directionality as an unsolved problem (see, e.g. Rose 
& Walker 2004, Hansson 2010, Bennett 2015). In the Moro case, a faithfulness 
constraint that protects the rightmost of any two voiceless consonants would be 
sufficient to force this right-to-left directionality on the process. Jurgec (2011) posits 
positional faithfulness constraints that pick out the rightmost or leftmost occurrence of a 
feature in a domain; a constraint of this form, such as IO·IDENT-(voice)/CVC-
RIGHTMOST, would suffice for our analysis.  

Now let us turn to reduplicated prefixes. Roots with initial voiceless consonants 
show dissimilation in the reduplicative prefix – exactly what would be expected from 
copying the root consonant in the usual way, then applying the dissimilatory alternation 
in the same fashion as above. In this case, we see dissimilation trump base-reduplicant 
identity, rather than input-output identity; like IO·IDENT, BR·IDENT is also ranked lower 
than the CORR and CC·EDGE constraints, as shown in (18). (We take the geminates 
created through this reduplication, such as [kk] in (18), to be single long consonants 
which straddle the root-prefix boundary, and indicate their uniformity with a tiebar.) 
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(18)  

/l-a-RED-kəv-a/ 
(≈/l-a-kak+kəv-a/) 

CORR-CVC· 
[-voice, -cont] 

CC·EDGE-
(root) 

BR·IDENT-
(voice) 

→ a. l1-a-ɡ2ák͡-k3əv4-a, 
ℛ:{l}1{ɡ}2{k͡k}3{v}4   

1 

~ b. l1-a-k2ák͡-k2əv3-a,  
ℛ:{l}1{k k͡k}2{v}3  

1! (W) (L) 

~ c. l1-a-k2ak͡-k3əv4-a, 
ℛ:{l}1{k}2{k͡k}3{v}4 

1! (W) 
 

(L) 

(reduplicants underlined) 

 
The reduplicative prefix shows a further layer of complexity because Moro has a ban on 
voiced geminate obstruents (as noted above in §2.5). If the initial root consonant is 
voiced, we would expect a voiced geminate to be created through reduplication: 
reduplicative prefixation of /-bəɾ-/ ‘touch’ should yield /-bab-bəɾ-/. However, the ban on 
voiced geminates, formalized here as a constraint *VOIOBS-GEM, rules this out in favor 
of one with [pp] instead of [bb]. As such, *VOIOBS-GEM is ranked higher than 
BR·IDENT-(voice) (19b). Given this ban on voiced geminates, the initial consonant of 
the reduplicative prefix exhibits a further dissimilatory effect. With /-bəɾ-/, geminate 
devoicing and faithful reduplication thereof should give [-pap-pəɾ-] (19c,d); however, 
the form we actually observe is [-bap-pəɾ-] (19a), with apparent dissimilation in the 
reduplicant. This result falls out from the ranking established in (18), together with 
undominated *VOIOBS-GEM.  
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(19)  

/l-a-RED-bəɾ-a/ 
(≈ /l-a-bab+bəɾ-a/) 

*VOIOBS- 
GEM 

CC·EDGE
-(root) 

CORR-
CVC· 

[-voice,   
-cont] 

BR·IDENT-
(voice) 

IO·IDENT-
(voice) 

→ a. l1-a-b2áp͡-p3əɾ4-a, 
ℛ:{l}1{b}2{p͡p}3{ɾ}4    

1 1 

~ b. l1-a-b2áb͡-b3əɾ4-a, 
ℛ:{l}1{b}2{b͡b}3{ɾ}4 

1! (W) 
  

(L) (L) 

~ c. l1-a-p2áp͡-p3əɾ4-a, 
ℛ:{l}1{p}2{p͡p}3{ɾ}4   

1! (W) (L)  

~ d. l1-a-p2áp͡-p2əɾ3-a,  
ℛ:{l}1{p p͡p}2{ɾ}3  

1! (W) 
 

(L)  

~ e. l1-a-b2áb͡-b2əɾ3-a,  
ℛ:{l}1{b b͡b}2{ɾ}3 

1! (W) 1! (W)  (L) (L) 

 

4.2 Resistance to dissimilation 
In section 2, we briefly discussed three situations in which dissimilation does not apply 
to a TVT sequence: (i) if the first T is a geminate obstruent; (ii) if the second T is in a 
nominal suffix and (iii) if the first T is in phrase-initial position. In this section we 
present two more cases of dissimilation failing to apply in the TVT configuration, but 
for which the explanation constitutes an emergent effect. We show that both cases can 
be attributed to higher-ranked constraints that interact with the constraint ranking given 
above. 
 The first case involves the iterative/durative reduplicative prefix when it appears 
in stems in the imperative. Unlike in other verb forms with this prefix, there is no 
dissimilation. In fact, there is an additional requirement that both obstruents be 
voiceless, no matter the original voicing of the initial root consonant.  
 

(20) Reduplicative imperatives require devoicing but have no dissimilation 
        ROOT-IMP ITER-ROOT-IMP    

a. kə́v-ó  kák-kə́v-ó ‘pinch!’  *ɡák-kə́v-ó 
b. pwə́ll-í/púll-í pʌ́p-pwə́ll-í ‘hollow a hole!’ 
c. t̪ávə́ð-ó  t̪át̪-t̪ávə́ð-ó ‘spit!’ 
d. t̪áð-ó  t̪át̪-t̪áð-ó ‘leave!’ 
e. bə́ɾ-ó  páp-pə́ɾ-ó ‘touch!’ 
f. də́ŕn-ó  tát-tə́ŕn-ó ‘press!’ 
g. ʤóm-ó  ʧáʧ-ʧóm-ó ‘move!’ 
h. və́léð-ó  fáf-fə́rléð-ó ‘push!’ 
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We propose that there is a preference for initial obstruents to be voiceless rather than 
voiced, which manifests in these forms as a resistance to dissimilation. Two known 
aerodynamic factors conspire towards initial voiceless obstruents: utterance initial 
position favours longer closures (Westbury & Keating 1986), and the longer the stop 
closure, the harder it is for voicing to be maintained (Ohala & Riordan 1979). In Moro, 
voiced stops and affricates in word-initial position are permitted, as we have already 
seen in the acoustic experiment. However, there is some evidence for a gradient 
tendency to avoid them. Voiced consonants are less common than voiceless ones in 
initial position of lexemes overall (70 to 104), and within all lexical categories. Initial 
/ɡ/ has been historically lost in most words. Word-initial /b d̪ d dʒ/ are rare in nouns (10 
attestations), largely because most nouns have a noun class prefix, and none of the class 
prefixes include these consonants (Gibbard et al. 2009). They may appear word-initially 
in verbs, but only in imperative forms; in all other contexts they are preceded by 
prefixes. Moreover, in related Kordofanian languages, a preference for voiceless initial 
consonants is also reported. In Koalib (Quint 2009) only voiceless obstruents are 
attested word-initially; voiced obstruents appear post-vocalically. In Dagik (Vanderelst 
2016), the distribution is similar. Voicing is allophonic; voiceless stops only appear 
word-initially and word-finally (the latter position limited to [k]). 
 Therefore, we suggest that a preference for voiceless initial consonants can 
emerge in reduplication. Unlike word-medial consonants, initial Cs resist dissimilation. 
This effect is independent of the morphemes involved, and is entirely about the initial 
position, as is clear from a comparison between páp-pə́ɾ-ó ‘touch!’ and l-a-báp-pəɾ-a 
‘they are about to touch’, both from the root /bəɾ/ 'touch'. The core explanation for these 
differences is that reduplicated [+voice] stops and affricates are different from 
underlying ones, as they are subject to B-R faithfulness, but not I-O faithfulness. 
Positional I-O faithfulness protects underlying initial voiced stops, but allows 
reduplicated ones to be neutralized.  
 First, we assume that there is a penalty against initial voiced obstruents: 
*#[+voice]. 10  However, a high-ranked input-output positional faithful constraint 
protects underlying voiced obstruents in the word-initial position from altering their 
voicing specification. The result is that underlying voiced stops are faithful in initial 
position (21). 
(21)  

/dəɾn-ó/ IO·IDENT-
(voice)/#[___ *#[+voice] IO·IDENT-

(voice) 

→ a. d1ə́ɾ2n3-ó, 
ℛ:{d}1{ɾ}2{n}3  

1 
 

 ~ b. t1ə́ɾ2n3-ó,  
ℛ:{t}1{ɾ}2{n}3 

1! (W) (L) 1 (W) 

 

                                                
10 Other formulations such as *VOIOBS(Ons/Word) are possible (Flack 2009). An 
anonymous reviewer also points out that such a constraint might also connect to initial 
strengthening effects more generally. 
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Reduplicated consonants, however, are not subject to the positional faithfulness 
constraint, as it targets the input-output relationship. Since the markedness constraint 
penalizing initial voiced obstruents outranks the surface correspondence constraints 
(which drive the dissimilation), the result is an initial voiceless consonant. This happens 
to obey base-reduplicant identity, though BR·IDENT is not what drives the interaction.11 

(22)  

/RED-bəɾ-ó/ 
(≈ /bab+bəɾ-ó/) 

IO·IDENT-
(voice)/ 
#[ ___ 

*#[+voice] CC·EDGE-
(root) 

CORR-CVC· 
[-voice, -

cont] 

BR·IDENT-
(voice) 

IO·IDENT-
(voice) 

→ a. p1áp͡-p2ə́ɾ3-ó, 
ℛ:{p}1{p͡p}2{ɾ}3 

0 0 0 1 0 1 

~ b. b1áp͡-p2ə́ɾ3-ó, 
ℛ:{b}1{p͡p}2{ɾ}3 

0 1! (W)  (L) 1 (W) 1 (e) 

~ c. b1áp͡-p1ə́ɾ2-ó,  
ℛ:{b p͡p}1{ɾ}2 

0 1! (W) 1 (W) (L) 1 (W) 1 (e) 

~ d. p1áp͡-p1ə́ɾ2-ó,  
ℛ:{p p͡p}1{ɾ}2 

0  1! (W) (L)  1 (e) 

 
 Second, there is a case of resistance to dissimilation with roots consisting of 
only a single voiceless consonant. While some of these are geminate consonants, and 
would be covered by the 'no voiced obstruent geminates' generalization, others are not. 
Two adjectives of this type tʃ ‘bad’ and t ‘small’ remain voiceless when a following 
inchoative suffix is added in the imperative, and when the benefactive applicative is 
added (with a comparative sense). This shows that it is not their word-initial status in 
the imperative that favors maintaining their voiceless status. In addition three verbs pw 
‘beat’, t̪ ‘drink’, t̪w ‘get lost’ also show resistance to voicing with the benefactive 
applicative: 

 

                                                
11 Note that the candidates in (22a) and (22d) have the same output form: both are 
consistent with the facts. They differ only in whether or not the voiceless segments that 
fail to dissimilate are in correspondence with one another. We arbitrarily choose the 
non-correspondent candidate (22a) as the winner. This is non-essential: choosing (22d) 
instead results in a ranking structure where the positions of CC·EDGE-(root) and CORR-
CVC·[-voice, -cont] are switched, and other relative rankings are unaffected. 
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(23) Single root consonants resist voicing and have no dissimilation 
 a.  l-ʌ-ʧ-ʌ́ ‘they are bad’ ʧ-it̪-ú ‘be bad!’   
    l-ʌ-tʃ-ɘt̪-ú ‘they are worse than..’ 
 b. l-a-t-á ‘they are small’ t-ét̪-ó ‘be small!’ 
    l-ʌ-t-ɘt̪-ú ‘they are smaller than..’ 
 c. l-ʌ-p-ú ‘they beat’   l-ʌ-p-ɘt̪-ú ‘they beat for s.o.’ 
 d. l-ʌ-t̪-ú ‘they drank’ l-ʌ-t̪-ɘt̪-ú ‘they drank for s.o.’ 
 e. l-a-t̪-ó  ‘they got lost’ l-ʌ-t̪w-i-t̪-u ‘they were sold (made lost)’ 
 

This does not apply to the VC root ap ‘carry’. The applicative perfective is l-ʌb-ɘt̪-ú 
'they carried for' with dissimilation, which can be compared with (23c) l-ʌ-p-ɘt̪-ú with 
no dissimilation.12  As such, it seems that roots consisting entirely of a single consonant 
resist dissimilation appears to be a property of single-consonant roots, or perhaps more 
generally of root-initial consonants (all roots are consonant final, so there are no CV 
roots).13 We do not develop a full analysis of this here, but note that a markedness or 
positional faithfulness constraint is required that outranks the standard dissimilation-
inducing constraints. We propose that this is a constraint that penalizes root-initial 
voiced obstruents. As such obstruents are attested, this dispreference would only 
emerge when a root is short enough to fit the CVC configuration required for 
dissimilation triggered by a suffix - when the root is C only. This analysis has the 
advantage of connecting to the other cases of dispreference for voiced obstruents in 
initial positions. In phrase-initial position, /ɡ/ devoices to [k], and /t̪-/ resists 
dissimilation (§2.6). In word-initial position, voiced obstruents are allowed, but realized 
as voiceless when copied in reduplication, which is not subject to general faithfulness.  
 In conclusion, these two cases highlight the special status of initial word 
position and initial root position in disallowing voiced obstruents as the result of 
dissimilation. The cumulative ranking for the full pattern is laid out in (24).  

(24)  

 

                                                
12 Unfortunately, there is only one other VC verb root with a voiceless consonant, at̪ 
‘say’; this cannot take an applicative, so it is not possible to test dissimilation with it. 
13 A reviewer points out that this parallels some other cases of dissimilation. For 
example, in Zulu, roots of the shape -VC- resist dissimilation as if the consonant were 
root-initial (see Bennett 2015:237ff., and sources cited there). This makes sense if the 
stem domain actually starts from the first consonant of the root – a proposition 
independently supported for Zulu (Downing 1998). In Moro, however, as the VC roots 
behave differently, the resistance is unique to single consonant roots. 
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4.3 Dissimilation in the lexicon, revisited 
In §2.5 previously, we noted the tendency for voiceless-voiceless sequences to be 
under-represented in lexical roots. What this observation means for the grammar is not 
obvious. One interpretation of the facts is that voiceless-voiceless sequences are rare 
because dissimilation also applies within roots: TVT roots are uncommon because they 
productively dissimilate to DVT. On this interpretation, dissimilation crucially holds 
not only across root boundaries, but also within roots. 
 The analysis developed so far does not predict dissimilation within roots: the 
combination of CC·EDGE-(root) and CORR-CVC·[-voice, -cont] can derive dissimilation 
only across the edge of the root domain. However, it is possible to construct a very 
similar analysis, also using the surface correspondence theory, which does make that 
prediction. This is done by calling on a different CC·EDGE constraint: CC·EDGE-(σ). In 
precisely the same way that CC·EDGE-(root) prohibits correspondence – and 
accordingly supports dissimilation – when to voiceless consonants straddle the edge of a 
syllable, CC·EDGE-(σ) supports dissimilation across the edge of any syllable. As such, 
if we slot CC·EDGE-(σ) in place of CC·EDGE-(root) into the same ranking structure 
given in (24), the result (25) is a grammar that enforces voiceless dissimilation across 
any syllable edge, modulo the same restrictions on voicing geminates and initial 
consonants.14  
(25)  

 
 

 By requiring voiceless obstruents in CVC sequences to correspond, and 
prohibiting correspondence across syllable edges, this ranking causes dissimilation for 
transvocalic, hetero-syllabic voiceless consonants, irrespective of morphological 
structure. The key interaction is illustrated in (26), using a hypothetical input /apoto/ (cf. 
[ábótó] ‘climb’) to show root-internal dissimilation.15 

                                                
14 CC·EDGE-(root) does not crucially dominate any constraints shown here, nor is it 
crucially dominated by any of them. In all relevant inputs, its effects are subsumed by 
CC·EDGE-(σ). 
15 We assume here that geminates count as single segments for surface correspondence; 
correspondence with only the first half of a geminate is impossible. This precludes 
candidates like [l1-a-k2ák2k3əv4-a] with the SCorr structure {l}{k ki}{ki}{v} (cf. /-kə́v-/ 
‘pinch’, and reduplicated form [l-a-ɡák͡kəv-a]). Such a candidate would satisfy 
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(26)  

/apoto/ CC·EDGE-(σ) CORR-CVC· 
[-voice, -cont] 

IO·IDENT-
(voice) 

→ a. .a.b1o.t2o., 
ℛ:{b}1{t}2 

 
 

1 

~ b. .a.p1o.t1o., 
ℛ:{p t}1 

1! (W) 
 

(L) 

~ c. .a.p1o.t2o., 
ℛ:{p}1{t}2 

 1!(W) (L) 

 

The generalization derived here is intensionally (and intentionally) different than in the 
previous version of the analysis, but its extensional effects are largely the same. The 
morphology of Moro is such that any CVC pair of obstruents that straddles the edge of 
the root always straddle a syllable boundary too (e.g. [.é.ɡ-ə.tám.]). So, the interaction 
illustrated here also derives dissimilation in all the morphological contexts considered 
above.  

 The point here is that if the root-internal co-occurrence facts are taken to reflect 
a real dissimilation process happening in the phonology of Moro, then we can explain 
that process using the same theory, and same basic approach as in the analysis laid out 
above. The situation is that the data does not fully reveal what’s happening in the 
phonological grammar of Moro. Under-representation of voiceless-voiceless pairs in 
roots could be the result of dissimilation in the root (albeit with some lexical 
exceptions). Or, it could be that such roots are rare for independent reasons: perhaps 
voiced-voiceless sequences accumulated over time in the lexicon, while voiceless-
voiceless ones did not (à la Coetzee 2014, for instance). The general approach of our 
analysis is consistent with either scenario, and both of the resulting patterns can be 
explained by the SCTD. 

5 Conclusion 
We have presented a heretofore undescribed pattern of dissimilation in the Kordofanian 
language Moro, which is widespread and productive, and affects both roots and affixes. 
We argue that it involves the feature [-voice]. This conclusion is based on the phonetic 
properties of Moro obstruents, which show evidence for a short lag VOT versus pre-
voiced distinction. These characteristics suggest that the language is a ‘voice’ language 
and does not employ the feature [spread glottis], unless there is a serious mismatch 
between the phonetic properties and phonological representations.  

 The Moro dissimilation pattern poses problems for theories that dispense with 
[-voice] in favor of a privative feature [voice] that only marks voiced stops. 
Dissimilation for featural properties must refer to a feature that exists. This study 
therefore calls into question research programs that attempt to dispense with binary 
features as a general theoretical principle. This finding is not entirely novel; it further 

                                                                                                                                          
CC·EDGE-(σ), since correspondence between the first [k] and the first half of the 
geminate would not cross any syllable boundaries. 
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supports the claim made previously by Wetzels & Mascaró (2001) that [-voice] is, and 
must be, a real feature specification.  

The formal analysis we construct shows that the dissimilation pattern is 
explained if [-voice] is accepted as a feature. We have demonstrated this by 
constructing an analysis using the Surface Correspondence Theory of Dissimilation 
(Bennett 2015), a recent theory that makes no crucial assumptions about featural 
markedness or autosegmental representations. In this theory, dissimilation results from 
the avoidance of a correspondence relationship between similar consonants. Similarity 
is based on featural representations, so the use of [-voice] is crucial in defining classes 
of sounds. In the Moro cases, dissimilation operates across morphological boundaries 
between root and prefix and suffix and root, and the correspondence relationships 
reference these boundaries. The analysis also addresses exceptions to the pattern 
involving geminates, short roots and word-initial consonants.  

Some other theories of dissimilation might also yield workable analyses of 
Moro, provided they also make the crucial assumption that the voiceless stops are 
[-voice]. Whether the surface correspondence theory offers the best analysis is 
orthogonal to the necessity of [-voice]. Nonetheless, we consider the SCTD to have 
certain conceptual and empirical advantages over the alternatives; more detailed 
remarks about how the SCTD relates to other approaches to dissimilation can be found 
in appendix 2 in the online supplement to the paper. 

A number of other bigger-picture ramifications remain to be explored in further 
detail. Much previous work notes robust asymmetries between voiced and voiceless 
obstruents, often compiled under the umbrella notion of markedness. For instance, 
word-final or coda neutralization of obstruents to [-voice] is robustly attested, while 
final neutralization to [+voice] is exceedingly rare (see Yu 2004 on Lezgian final 
voicing), as is selective preservation of voicing in coda positions (Lombardi 1999, 
Wetzels & Mascaró 2001, etc.). Our conclusion that [±voice] is a binary feature does 
not dictate how typological patterns like these should be construed. It does, however, 
challenge assumptions about privative [voice] and its connection to markedness. The 
role of [±voice] in sonorants is similarly an open question, particularly since sonorants 
that have non-modal voicing have often received various other analyses; it is not clear if 
[-voice] is a feature specification permitted outside of obstruents. Binary [±voice] also 
presents a challenge for recent work on laryngeal realism that presumes only a 
monovalent [voice] vs. [Ø] representation. For instance, one might imagine that ‘spread 
glottis’ languages might, on closer investigation, divide into sub-categories: some 
languages conceivably might contrast [s.g.] vs. [Ø], and other languages [s.g.] vs. 
[-voice], and still others [-voice] vs. [Ø] – presumably with concomitant differences in 
the phonetic exponence of the feature contrast(s). The answers to such questions do not 
bear directly on the analysis of Moro, however: the phonetics of the stops in the 
language are most transparently represented using [±voice], and this analysis fits well 
with the Surface Correspondence Theory of Dissimilation, which allows for 
dissimilation of both marked and unmarked features.  
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Supplementary materials 

1 Appendix 1: VOT measurements for Moro speakers 
 

Speaker F1 
 
 VOICELESS INITIAL  VOICELESS INTERVOCALIC 

 VOT 
duration  

standard 
deviation 

 Closure 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

VOT 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial 17.91    8.96  140.77 18.16 26.24   7.92 
Dental 13.57   7.33  120.35 36.07 16.01   6.47 

Alveolar 21.63   9.32  142.61 39.28 20.17   9.76 
Velar 40.33 21.03  122.21 29.23 31.93   9.21 

Duration measurements (ms.) for voiceless stops 
 

 VOICED INITIAL   VOICED INTERVOCALIC  
 VOT 

duration  
standard 
deviation 

 Closure/frication 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial -75.99 24.02  67.73   5.33 

Dental -78.68 58.80  63.02   6.78 
Alveolar -80.53 37.33  45.73   5.98 

Velar -45.33 19.55  50.09   4.06 
Duration measurements (ms.) for voiced stops 

 
 
Speaker M1  
 
 VOICELESS INITIAL  VOICELESS INTERVOCALIC 
 VOT 

duration  
standard 
deviation 

 Closure 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

VOT 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial 24.60  4.61  123.04 30.72 22.39 5.50 

Dental 17.05 3.54  129.72 27.85 16.46 3.61 
Alveolar 18.18 6.19  123.83 17.80 15.42 2.09 

Velar 39.48 6.41  163.82 22.66 36.07 15.30 
Duration measurements (ms.) for voiceless stops 
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 VOICED INITIAL   VOICED INTERVOCALIC  
 VOT 

duration  
standard 
deviation 

 Closure/frication 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial -83.11  43.89  51.13 13.23 

Dental -100.49 33.57  64.75  4.84 
Alveolar -77.32 47.27  61.70  6.34 

Velar -110.81 27.63  43.70  5.14 
Duration measurements (ms.) for voiced stops 

 
 
Speaker M2  
 
 VOICELESS INITIAL  VOICELESS INTERVOCALIC 
 VOT 

duration  
standard 
deviation 

 Closure 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

VOT 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial 18.84   5.23  139.94 9.13 18.35   6.57 

Dental 19.14   6.84  132.86 13.60 24.26   8.98 
Alveolar 14.28   2.53  137.15 12.61 13.45   2.04 

Velar 39.44   8.74  133.73 17.39 38.05 12.42 
Duration measurements (ms.) for voiceless stops 

 
 VOICED INITIAL   VOICED INTERVOCALIC  

 VOT 
duration  

standard 
deviation 

 Closure/frication 
duration 

standard 
deviation 

Labial -75.64 10.59  65.85 6.63 
Dental -66.55   9.73  53.92 4.67 

Alveolar -78.91   5.32  35.57 7.09 
Velar -88.98 10.44  61.19 4.30 

Duration measurements (ms.) for voiced stops 
 
 

2 Appendix 2: Comparison to other accounts of dissimilation 
 

The surface correspondence analysis we have developed is not necessarily the only way 
to analyze the Moro dissimilation pattern. In this Appendix, we briefly compare our 
account to other treatments of dissimilation. Most notable among these is the OCP, 
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which is construable in various ways. Our goal is not to disprove the OCP at a 
conceptual level – particularly since the viability of the idea depends very much on the 
specifics of how it is formalized. The surface correspondence approach we employ does 
have certain advantages over theories that posit the OCP as a formal phonological 
constraint. However, and more importantly, these alternative analyses must assume – as 
we do –that [-voice] is a real, phonologically active, feature.16 

2.1 OCP accounts 
Many previous treatments of dissimilation invoke some form of the Obligatory Contour 
Principle, to penalize the co-occurrence of similar segments (or other phonological 
units). Although originally formulated as a restriction on underlying representations 
(Leben 1973), the OCP was subsequently argued to block and trigger rules (McCarthy 
1986, Yip 1988, etc.), and later reinterpreted as a violable surface constraint (Myers 
1997, Suzuki 1998). Since the Moro dissimilation alternations are very obviously not 
the result of a restriction on underlying forms, we take up only these latter conceptions 
of the OCP here. 
 In traditional autosegmental terms, the OCP was characterized as a prohibition 
against identical elements that are adjacent at the melodic level. In effect, then, it is a 
ban against two instances of the same feature, on the same tier. In order to obtain the 
voiceless dissimilation effects we observe in Moro, a traditionalist OCP account must 
assume that voiceless obstruents are represented with the feature [-voice], on a tier that 
abstracts away from the phonetically voiced quality of an intervening vowel. This 
presupposes [-voice] as a feature; an assumption shared with our surface 
correspondence approach. Also like our account, the transvocalic locality condition on 
dissimilation must be handled by additional machinery. Our SCTD analysis handles this 
by limiting the domain of CORR constraints; it is built into the mechanism that drives the 
dissimilation. In autosegmental terms, transvocalic locality cannot in principle be stated 
as a restriction on tiers; in order for two voiceless segments to be adjacent on the 
[±voice] tier, intervening sonorants must not be represented on that tier. As such, 
locality conditions must be stated separately (along the lines of Odden 1994, for 
instance). 

 More recent implementations of the OCP in Optimality Theory (Myers 1997, 
Suzuki 1998) tend to abstract away from autosegmental structure; for Suzuki’s (1998) 
Generalized OCP (‘GOCP’), in fact, no autosegmental representations are crucially 
assumed. Suzuki’s approach handles locality in a fundamentally different way, by 
representing the OCP as a family of constraints that ban adjacent features within a 
specified proximity domain. By replacing the notion of an autosegmental tier with an 
explicit proximity parameter, Suzuki’s GOCP offers a straightforward way to handle 
transvocalic dissimilation like we find in Moro: the pertinent OCP constraint is 
*[-voice]-µ-[-voice], which can only assign violations to voiceless segments in a CVC 
configuration. In this kind of analysis, again, it is necessary to assume that [-voice] is 
active and represented, on the same order as [+voice], and other features. 

                                                
16 We refer the reader back to sections 1.3 and 3 of the paper for arguments against 
alternatives that try to handle voiceless dissimilation using other features, like only 
privative [voice] or [+spread glottis]. 
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 Our surface correspondence analysis does have one notable advantage over OCP 
accounts like Suzuki’s. GOCP constraints are strictly bans on feature co-occurrence: 
they are applicable only to dissimilation. Not so for surface correspondence. Bennett’s 
(2015) surface correspondence theory of dissimilation builds on Agreement By 
Correspondence theory (Rose & Walker 2004, Hansson 2010) – a theory of consonant 
harmony. As such, it links assimilation and dissimilation together: a single set of 
constraints is responsible for both phenomena. For example, the 
CORR-CVC·[-voice, -cont] constraint that we posit here could also give rise to 
transvocalic harmony among voiceless stops. Such a pattern seems to exist in Lezgian 
(Kochetov & Ozburn 2014), where voiced stops that undergo pre-tonic devoicing agree 
in ejectivity with an ejective in the preceding syllable (e.g. /t’ab-uni/ → t’ap’úni, 
*t’apúni ‘lie (erg. sg.)’). By the same token, CC·EDGE-(root) can not only spur 
dissimilation, but can also serve to set the root as a domain that bounds harmony (see 
Bennett 2015 for discussion). Root-internal consonant harmony of the predicted sort is 
quite common in previous surveys (Rose & Walker 2004, Hansson 2010). This 
unification of harmony and dissimilation under the same theory harkens back to work in 
autosegmental phonology that invoked the OCP to explain assimilation (Mester 1986, 
Yip 1988, etc.); connecting dissimilation to another phenomenon is as appealing now as 
it was then. 

2.2 Dissimilation as markedness 
Another approach to dissimilation aims to derive it from markedness. Like the SCTD, 
and earlier autosegmental work – and unlike anti-similarity formulations of the OCP – 
the markedness-driven approach connects dissimilation to something else in the 
grammar: prohibitions on the co-occurrence of similar segments are derived from more 
basic restrictions on the occurrence of those segments.  

 The proposal, made in very similar form by both Alderete (1997) and by Itô & 
Mester (1998), takes OCP constraints to be self-conjunction of basic markedness 
constraints. Thus, a constraint like OCP-labial is actually *Labial2, a constraint that 
assigns violations for pairs of distinct violations of *Labial in the same local domain. 
Alderete’s (1997:28ff) analysis of labial dissimilation in Berber relies on just such a 
constraint, which assigns violations only for two instances of [labial] in the same stem. 
Itô & Mester (1998) pursue the same line of analysis for Lyman’s Law in Japanese, 
where Rendaku voicing fails in roots that contain another voiced obstruent. 

 Markedness-based accounts like these predict that only marked feature values 
can dissimilate. This follows from deriving OCP-like constraints from self-conjunction 
of markedness constraints of the form *[αF]; if CON includes *[αF]2, it must also 
include *[αF]. The consequence of such an analysis of Moro, is that positing a 
constraint *[-voice]2 entails the existence of *[-voice]. In other words, voiceless 
obstruents must actually be marked. This is incompatible with theories in which 
markedness constraints only target the marked values of features, such as de Lacy 
(2006). In de Lacy’s approach, [+voice] is the marked value of voicing; as such, there 
are constraints *{+voice}, and (IO) IDENT{+voice}, but no *{-voice}. If we are forced 
to assume a constraint against [-voice], then there can be no genuinely unmarked value 
of [±voice]. 
 Implicational markedness relationships become even more problematic for a 
markedness-based approach to dissimilation if we follow Alderete (1997) in assuming 
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that markedness hierarchies hold over self-conjoined constraints. Alderete’s proposal is 
that a universal hierarchy such as |*LAB, *DOR » *COR| holds also for the self-
conjunctions of the same constraints: |*LAB2, *DOR2 » *COR2|. This comes with a 
very clear and testable prediction: dissimilation of the less-marked value of a feature 
entails dissimilation of a more-marked value. The logic is as follows: if [+voice] is the 
more marked value, it means there is a hierarchy |*[+voice] » *[-voice]|. This ranking 
relationship extends to the self-conjunctions of the same constraints: |*[+voice]2 » 
*[-voice]2|. Therefore, if *[-voice]2 » IDENT-[voice], then *[+voice]2 » IDENT-[voice] 
follows by transitivity. The result: any language with voiceless dissimilation should also 
have voicing dissimilation. Moro clearly disproves this: voiceless stops dissimilate, but 
voiced stops do not (e.g. l-a-bəɡ-á ‘they are strong’).17 

 Our own view on markedness and dissimilation is that while markedness 
constraints can interact with similarity-based constraints that drive dissimilation, there 
is no presupposition that only marked features can dissimilate. By separating 
markedness from dissimilation, our analysis allows unmarked segments to dissimilate to 
marked ones, while still allowing markedness constraints to control the output of 
dissimilation in certain circumstances (such as labials dissimilating to coronals rather 
than dorsals, as in Alderete’s original observation). 

2.3 Processing and perception accounts of dissimilation 
Another family of accounts of dissimilation rely on functional explanations. 
Dissimilation emerges through processing, production or perception difficulties, or from 
pressure for contrast in the lexicon. We see these as very reasonable proposals about 
how similarity avoidance patterns in the lexicon emerge diachronically. In our view, 
they are not mutually exclusive with one another – nor with our analysis.  

 Frisch (2004; see also Frisch et al. 2004) argues that the OCP arises through 
constraints on processing. Languages avoid sequences of similar segments due to 
serialization difficulties in speech production and perception. Similar segments are 
mutually activated in speech planning, which interferes with correct identification and 
serialization of speech. As such, consecutive sequences of similar or repeated 
consonants are harder to process, and gradually get eliminated over time. Although 
Frisch (2004) mentions laryngeal features as being implicated in dissimilation, there are 
no predictions made about the nature of the segments undergoing dissimilation. This 
type of explanation could conceivably apply to the Moro case, and gradual elimination 
of morphemes with voiceless-voiceless sequences might offer explanation for the not-
quite-categorical co-occurrence restrictions we observe in the lexicon (see section 2.5). 
However, we suspect instead that the Moro pattern may have arisen from lexicalization 
of earlier alternating patterns of voicing, which are still attested in related languages. In 
Koalib (Quint 2009), for example, voiceless stops occur word-initially and finally, 
while voiced stops occur intervocalically. These type of distributions may have given 
rise to an alternating pattern of voicing which has been reinterpreted as dissimilation. A 
similar case of lexicalized voicing alternations is proposed for Afrikaans (Coetzee 
2014).  

                                                
17 We envision markedness hierarchies as fixed rankings here for expository purposes; 
the same reasoning also holds if the same hierarchy is formalized as stringently-related 
constraints following de Lacy (2006). 
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Ohala (1981, 1993) proposes the theory of listener coarticulation 
hypercorrection to account for dissimilation. Under this theory, features that show 
dissimilation are those with temporally distributed acoustic cues. When an acoustic cue 
is spread across multiple segments, listeners may attribute it to a neighboring segment, 
and adjust their phonological representations to ‘undo’ this inferred coarticulation. Over 
time, dissimilation results, as speakers re-assign the acoustic cue to its presumed source. 
Ohala’s theory makes clear predictions on which features would be prone to 
dissimilation of this kind. Certain laryngeal features, such as glottalization and 
aspiration, are predicted to dissimilate (as indeed they do; see Gallagher (2010a,b, 
2011) and Bennett (2015) for examples). But since the cues for voicing distinctions are 
primarily durational in nature, they are internal to the segment. Consequently, the 
listener hypercorrection theory predicts that neither [+voice] nor [-voice] should 
dissimilate (a prediction which Ohala astutely notes as problematic; see also Bye (2011) 
and Alderete & Frisch (2007) for related discussion). Listener hypercorrection is 
therefore not a bona fide alternative analysis of the kind of dissimilation we find in 
Moro: the prediction of this model is that patterns like Moro should not arise by this 
mechanism. 

Gallagher (2010a,b, 2011) also proposes a perceptual explanation for 
dissimilation and phonotactic restrictions on laryngeal features, based on perceptual 
distinctiveness in the lexicon. She argues that there is a perceptual processing difficulty 
with two sounds with the same laryngeal feature in the same stem. Perceptual 
distinctiveness constraints ensure that some languages place restrictions on these kinds 
of combinations. However, this theory focuses on laryngeal features with the 
acoustic/auditory feature [long VOT], which is proposed to mark ejectives and aspirated 
stops. Gallagher (2010b) notes that voiced stops do not pattern with ejectives and 
aspirates with respect to co-occurrence restrictions, and unaspirated voiceless stops are 
treated as unmarked. Moreover, since the model treats laryngeal co-occurrence 
restrictions as a means of enhancing distinctions between roots, it does not offer an 
explanation for laryngeal feature alternations like we find in Moro. Dissimilation of 
root-final consonants before applicative /-ət̪/ can only ever make roots less distinct; 
some other explanation is clearly needed for these cases. 

While these accounts present interesting perspectives on other types of 
dissimilation, they do not provide any particular insight or predictions about the pattern 
of voiceless dissimilation discussed in this paper. The Moro pattern manifests primarily 
through alternations that happen across morpheme boundaries, which are not explained 
by lexically-focused models (Frisch 2004, Gallagher 2010b); evidence of similarity 
avoidance in the lexicon is considerably weaker. Ohala’s (1981, 1993) listener 
hypercorrection model seems to have the capacity to explain alternations; but it predicts 
that [+voice] and [-voice] should not dissimilate. As such, any analysis of Moro based 
on these accounts must supplement them with some means of representing the 
synchronic alternations, including the locality and domain effects, as we have done 
here. 


